


Quick Reference Guide 

Note that the key sequences required to access special functions 
depend on the type of computer console you have. Important 

keystroke sequences are summarized here for your "quick 
reference.'' 
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SHIFT X(t) 
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SHIFT A 
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SHIFT R 
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SHIFT Z 

(BACK) 

SHIFT V 
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SHIFT T 
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(QUIT) 

■ Move your party through hallways and

rooms.

■ Move your players during combat.
■ Move the cursor before firing a ranged

weapon.

Moves your party down a flight of stairs. 

Moves your party up a flight of stairs. 

Displays the Command Summary of 
special key functions. 

■ Changes information and enters new
information.

■ Refuses monster's price during

negotiations.

Returns from looking at a status report, 

map, or Command Summary. 

■ Proceeds to the next display or action.
■ Leaves the store.

Erases your selection if pressed before you 
press ENTER. 

Erases characters, one at a time, as the 

cursor moves to the left. 

■ Inputs information.

■ Passes a player's turn during combat.

■ Leaves a treasure in a room.

■ Returns from buying items in a store's
subcategory, from using an item, and

from selecting an item at a living
statue.

Goes to the game selection display. 

Returns to the master title screen. 
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INTRODUCTION 

You are about to take your first step into the unknowns of the 

Tunnels of Doom where all the myriad realms of fantasy coexist to 
challenge all would-be heroes. Descending deeper and deeper into the 

labyrinth of tunnels and rooms, you are faced with innumerable 
monsters blocking your path and guarding treasures. You are a 
member of a rescue party, or perhaps, an unsuspecting soul trying to 
escape from the murky depths. No matter what the circumstance 
may be, you must gather all your strength and wits to survive the 
Tunnels of Doom. 

Tunnels of Doom is a role-playing adventure that stimulates your 
imagination and challenges your survival instincts. You are not just a 
spectator but an active member of the party entering the dark, 
mysterious depths. You are in control of what happens to your 
players, and eventually, you become the character journeying 
through the Tunnels of Doom. 

To play Tunnels of Doom, you need both the Tunnels of Doom Solid 

State Software™ Command Module and a cassette- or diskette-based 
Tunnels of Doom game. The module contains the general program 
instructions which are customized by the particular cassette tape or 
diskette game you use with it. For your convenience, two games, 
Pennies and Prizes and Quest of the King, are included with the 
module. 
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USING THIS MANUAL 

This manual is designed as a guide and reference book for all 
Tunnels of Doom data-based games. Although the majority of the 
manual concentrates on the Quest of the King game, the information 
pertains to all Tunnels of Doom games with some games having 
minor variations. 

To play Tunnels of Doom, you need the Tunnels of Doom Command 
Module and a diskette- or cassette-based game. If you are using a 
diskette-based Tunnels of Doom game, you need a TI Disk Drive 
Controller and TI Disk Memory Drive (sold separately). If you are 
using a cassette-based game, you need a cassette tape recorder and a 
TI Cassette Interface Cable; refer to the "Loading Cassettes" section 
for instructions. 

The two Tunnels of Doom games which have been included with this 
Command Module - Quest of the King and Pennies and Prizes -
are described in this manual. Quest of the King is discussed in detail. 
Pennies and Prizes is a simplified version of Quest of the King and is 
only briefly explained. 

"Saving a Game" explains how to save a game that you can continue 

at a later date. To save a game, you need a separate cassette tape or 
diskette; then follow the directions in "Saving a Game." 

Special key functions have been set up for all Tunnels of Doom 
games. These are listed in a "Special Key Functions" section for easy 
reference. In addition, a "Vocabulary" section explains the meaning 
of words discussed throughout the manual. These words may change 
from one game to another, but the majority of words exist in all 
Tunnels of Doom games. 

Now that you are familiar with this manual, let's begin our journey 
through the Tunnels of Doom. 
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SPECIAL KEY FUNCTIONS 

Note that the key sequences required to access special functions 
depend on the type of computer console you have. These keystroke 
sequences are summarized below. 

TI-99/4 

i E, +-- S 

-> D, t X 

SHIFT X(t) 

SHIFT E(i) 

SHIFT A 

(AID) 

SHIFT R 

(REDO) 

SHIFT Z 

(BACK) 

SHIFT V 

(PROC'D) 

SHIFT T 

(ERASE) 

SHIFT S 

( +--) 

ENTER 
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TI-99/4A 

i E, +-- S 

-> D, t X 
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(BACK) 
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(PROC'D) 
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(ERASE) 

SHIFT S 

( +--) 

ENTER 

■ Move your party through hallways and
rooms.

■ Move your players during combat.
■ Move the cursor before firing a ranged

weapon.

Moves your party down a flight of stairs. 

Moves your party up a flight of stairs. 

Displays the Command Summary of 
special key functions. 

■ Changes information and enters new

information.
■ Refuses monster's price during

negotiations.

Returns from looking at a status report, 

map, or Command Summary. 

■ Proceeds to the next display or action.
■ Leaves the store.

Erases your selection if pressed before you 
press ENTER. 

Moves the cursor to the left, deleting each 
character. 

■ Inputs information.

■ Passes a player's turn during combat.
■ Leaves a treasure in a room.

■ Returns from buying items in a store's
subcategory, from using an item, and
from selecting an item at a living

statue.
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Tunnels of Doom 

Goes to the game selection display. 

Returns to the master title screen. 

Saves a game. 

Shows player status report. 

Shows party status report. 

Shows monster status report. 

Fires a ranged weapon. 

Shows the map. 

Negotiates with monsters during a battle. 

Enables a player to use a magic item. 

Changes a player's weapons. 

Checks for secret doors. 

Enables the party to break through a door. 

Enables the party to listen at a door which 
is adjacent to and facing the party. 

Changes party formation. 

Trades items between players except 
during a battle. 
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USING THE SOLID STATE SOFTWARE™COMMAND MODULE 

Before you use the Tunnels of Doom game package, a cassette 

recorder or the TI Disk Memory System must be properly attached to 
the computer and turned on. (See the User's Reference Guide or the 

Disk Memory System owner's manual for complete set-up 

instructions.) 

An automatic reset feature is built into the computer. When a 
module is inserted into the console, the computer returns to the 

master title screen. All data or program material you have entered 
will be erased. 

Note: Be sure the module is free of static electricity before inserting it 

into the computer (see page 38). 

4P 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 

HOME COMPUTER 

READY-PRESS ANY KEY TD BEGIN 

© 1979 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 

I. Turn the computer ON, and wait for the master title screen to

appear. Then slide the module into the slot on the console.

2. Press any key to make the master selection list appear. To select

the module, press the key corresponding to the number beside
TUNNELS OF DOOM.

Note: To remove the module, first return the computer to the master 
title screen by pressing QUIT. Then remove the module from the slot. 

If you have any problem inserting the module, or if it is accidentally 
removed from the slot while in use, please see "In Case of Difficulty" 

on page 39. 
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GETTING STARTED 

After you select the module, the Tunnels of Doom title screen 
appears. Press any key to continue. If no key is pressed after several 
seconds, the display automatically goes to the load data-base screen. 
The program then asks you to answer a few preliminary questions 
before the game actually begins. First, you are asked how you are 

loading the data-base. 

To play a cassette-based Tunnels of Doom game, insert the tape into 
your recorder and position it at the start of the game (see "Loading 
Cassettes"). Then press 1 for CASSETTE. Now follow the step-by-step 
instructions on the display to load the game into the computer's 
memory. 

If the game is on diskette, insert the appropriate diskette into Disk 
Drive 1. Then press 2 for DISK 1. Next, you are asked for the 
filename, where filename is the name of the game on the diskette. 
For example, since the filename for Quest of the King is QUEST, you 
would type QUEST and press ENTER. The game automatically loads 
into the computer's memory. 

To load your database from a source other than the two just 
mentioned, press 3 for OTHER. Enter the filename. If you want to 
load a previously stored game, press the number corresponding to 
the device on which you saved the game - disk, cassette, or other. If 
you saved the game on a disk, type the filename you chose to 
identify that game. After you press ENTER, you can continue from 
where you left off. 
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SAVING A GAME 

As you play a Tunnels of Doom game, you may decide that you want 
to continue the game at another time. To save a game, press K. The 
display asks how you are going to save the game (cassette, disk, or 
other). If you are saving the game on a diskette, you can replace the 
diskette in the disk drive with another diskette or you can save the 
game on the diskette already in the disk drive. Press 5 to save the 
game on the diskette. You then are asked for the filename you want 
to use. Type any name to identify this game and press ENTER. Be 
sure that a file with the name you choose is not already on the 
diskette. Otherwise, the game replaces that file. 

To save a game on a cassette tape, remove the tape in the recorder 
and replace it with the tape on which you want to save the game. 
Then press 4 and follow the instructions on the display. The game 
replaces any other information on the tape.. 
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VOCABULARY 

The following terms are used for all the Tunnels of Doom data-bases. 

Armor - Used in defense during combat. It decreases an enemy's 
chance of hitting a player. 

Bonus - Affects a character's combat chances; inherent in a player 
rather than from an object the player carries. 

Class - Defines a player's skills and the limitations of his trade. 

Damage - Determines the amount of wounds a monster can take 
before being eliminated. For weapons and monster attacks, refers to 

the relative amount of wounding each can do to an enemy during 

combat. 

Experience - Refers to the points received by a player for 

eliminating a monster. Experience controis the level of a player's 
abilities. 

Hit Points - Determines the number of wounds a player can take 

before becoming disabled. 

Item - Indicates a treasure with special powers. 

Level - Indicates a player's or monster's overall abilities. 

Luck - Refers to one of a player's abilities. 

Object - Refers to anything in the dungeon that can have the 
quality being discussed. 

Option - Relates to the set of commands a player can choose from 
at any given time. 

Party - Refers to the group of players exploring the dungeon. 

Quest Object - Relates to any of those items the party is searching 

for in the dungeon. 

Treasure - Indicates those items that can be found in the dungeon 
- gold, weapons and armor, magic items, and quest objects.

Wounds - Refers to the amount of damage the player has received. 
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PENNIES AND PRIZES 

Pennies and Prizes is a Tunnels of Doom game designed for children 
and demonstration purposes. The dungeon is comprised of one to 
four floors and there are eight quest objects to find. Unlike Quest of 

the King, the dungeon has no monsters, weapons, or magical items. 

The game is played with one player, a Traveler. The computer refers 
to this player as "ME," but you can change the name at the 
beginning of the game. 

Getting Started 

Before you begin, follow the directions in the "Using the Solid State 

Software™ Command Module" section in this manual. In addition, 
refer to the "Getting Started" section for information on loading a 
cassette- or diskette-based game. 

After the title screen has been displayed, you are asked from what 
source you are loading the game. If you are using a diskette, press 2 

for DISK 1. With a diskette, you then are asked for the filename. 
Type PENNIES and press ENTER. If you are using a cassette recorder, 
press 1 for CASSETTE and follow the directions on the display. If you 
have any problems loading your game, see the "Set-Up Instructions" 
or "In Case of Difficulty" section. 

After your game is loaded, the next display is the game selection list. 
Press 1 to construct a new dungeon or 2 to restock the dungeon that 
has been previously prepared. If you press 1, you then are asked 
"How many floors? (1-4)" you want in the dungeon. To make your 
choice, type the corresponding number and press ENTER. Next, you 
must decide the level of difficulty - easiest, medium, or hardest. 
Press 1, 2, or 3 to make your choice. 

When you finish making your selections, the player information is 
displayed. Press REDO if you want to change any of the data or press 
PROC'D if all the information is correct. If you press REDO, the display 
changes and asks for the player's name and color. Enter your 
selections and then press BACK. When the information is displayed 
again, press PROC'D to continue. 
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Playing Pennies and Prizes 

After the dungeon has been constructed or restocked, your Traveler 
appears in the first room of the dungeon. In the lower left-hand 
corner of the room is a sign pointing to the stairs in the opposite 
corner of the room. To descend to the first floor of the dungeon, press 
SHIFT X (i) on the TI-99/4 computer console or FCTN XU) on the 
TI-99/4A computer console. 

To move through rooms and hallways, press the appropriate arrow 
keys. This is explained in the "Movement" section of this manual 
under "Quest of the King". 

You can look at a map of the floor you are presently on by pressing 
M. The unexplored areas of the floor appear in blue and the chartered
areas appear in black.

Object of Pennies and Prizes 

In Pennies and Prizes, you must explore the dungeon, looking for 
eight quest objects - a puppy, a snail, a parakeet, a fish bowl, a 
picture, a top, stardust, and magic glass. No time limit exists in 
which you have to find these quest objects, but you must find all 
eight to be successful. In addition to the quest objects, you can find 
pennies along the way to add to your riches. 

To see your party status report, press 2 at any time during the game. 
The list of quest objects is displayed. "FOUND" appears beside those 
items that you have found. The report also states how many pennies 
you have accumulated so far on your journey. 

End of Your Quest 

When you find all eight of the quest objects, your quest is completed. 
You can continue to explore the dungeon, collecting pennies. To start 
another game of Pennies and Prizes, press BEGIN to return to the 
game selection list. To end a session of Pennies and Prizes, press 
QUIT. 
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QUEST OF THE KING 

For your convenience, the Quest of the King game has been included 
in this package. The following information relates to this game. 

Sample Quest 

To help you become familiar with Tunnels of Doom, a sample Quest 

of the King has been included for you. Follow the "Getting Started" 
section to load the game into the computer. When the game selection 

list is on the display, press 3 for CONTINUE CURRENT GAME. 

In the sample quest, you find yourself in a two-story dungeon with 
the easiest level of difficulty. You've been assigned a rescue party 
made up of three players. 

Player 1, Eric Seablade, appears in blue on the display. He is a 
fighter and is armed with a sword, shield, and leather armor. Player 
2 is a rogue named Mauve d'Orm-mul who appears in magenta. This 
player is equipped with a hand axe and a short bow with 40 arrows. 
Mauve also has leather armor. Forestall Grimm is Player 3. Forestall 
appears on the display as a green wizard. He is armed with a dagger 
and a sling. (For information concerning player characteristics, see 

"Preparing for Your Quest.") 

After you press 3 to start the sample quest, your party members 
appear in the first room of the dungeon. The General Store symbol is 
in the lower left-hand corner of the room and a set of stairs is in the 
right-hand comer. The display immediately changes and the General 
Store category list appears (see "General Store"). 

At the start of each quest, your party is allotted a certain amount of 
gold pieces. All but 100 gold pieces have been spent on equipping 

your party members with the items stated above. It is not necessary 
to spend all of your gold, but for purposes of this sample quest, let's 
spend some more. To buy rations for your party's journey, press 6 
and then ENTER. You now have bought 10 rations for 20 gold pieces. 
"Purchased" appears at the bottom of the display. Press any key to 
continue. 

You now have 80 gold pieces left. Press PROC'D and your party 
appears in the first room again. Stairs lead down to the first floor of 
the dungeon. To descend into the depths of the dungeon where your 
journey begins, press SHIFT or FCTN t. 
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Upon reaching the first floor, your party appears in a room with two 

exits. The prompt "Select movement option" appears at the bottom 
of the display. Press --+ to leave the room to the right. 

Your party is now in a hallway facing east. (The direction your party 
is facing and moving appears at the top of the display.) Press i to go 
forward. Continue pressing i until you are in the intersection of the 
hall perpendicular to you. Then press --+ and your party is now 
facing south. A door is at the end of the hallway. Press i to go 
forward until you are directly in front of the door. 

Note: Any time your party is walking through the dungeon's 
hallways, roving monsters may appear. Your party must eliminate or 
negotiate with the monsters to proceed through the dungeon (see 
"Monster Attack" or "Negotiation"). 

To enter the room your party is facing, press i (see "Entering a 
Room" for details). Inside the room is a vault. Information 
concerning the combination appears at the bottom of the display. 
"Who will open the vault?" appears and you must enter a player's 
name. Enter Mauve d'Orm-mul by typing M and pressing ENTER.

That player's hit points (HP) and wounds (WD) are then displayed. 

Next, enter three combination numbers in the range given, such as 
312. Your guess appears in the top right-hand corner of the display

(see "Vaults"). Continue guessing numbers using the arrows beside
the numbers as a guide. When you find the combination, the
message "You have found the combination!" appears at the bottom
of the display.

To see what treasures lie within the vault, press any key. Inside the 
vault are 200 gold pieces! Press any key and you also find a magical 
lantern! Next, the prompt "Give to?" appears. Enter E and the 
lantern is given to Eric Seablade. When you press any key again, you 
see that you also have found leather armor! Answer the prompt 
"Give to?" by entering F. The armor then is given to Forestall 
Grimm. 

To leave the room, press +-. Continue going west by pressing i. 
When you reach the end of the hallway, a door is to your left. Press 
+- to face the door, and then press i to enter the room. Watch out! 
Inside, two Oozes are guarding a treasure chest! The battle begins. 
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The display changes to the combat screen (see "Combat"). Player 1 
begins the battle using his sword (this information appears at the 
bottom of the display). Using the arrow keys, move Eric Seablade one 
step in any direction. If an Ooze is directly beside him, press the 
arrow key in that direction; if not, press ENTER.

Next, it is Player 2's turn to fight. Mauve is using a hand axe. If the 
Oozes are not next to this player, press W and Mauve changes 
weapons and is now using a short bow (see "Changing Weapons"). 
Press F and a cursor appears over Mauve. Use the arrow keys to 
position the cursor over a monster. Then press the SPACE BAR to fire 
the bow. 

Forestall Grimm, Player 3, is next to fight but has not entered the 
room. Since Eric Seablade moved from his original place, press ,J, and 
Forestall is now in the room. He is using a dagger to battle the 
deadly Oozes. If an Ooze is not directly beside him, press ENTER.

By this time, you may have eliminated one or both of the monsters. 
Remember that it may be necessary to hit a monster several times 
before eliminating it. The battle continues until the Oozes are 
eliminated. Then the message "Who will open the chest?" asks you 
to enter a player's name. Be careful, this may be a trap! Since Mauve 
d'Orm-mul is a rogue and has special trap avoidance abilities, enter 
M. 

After you enter Mauve's name, the contents of the chest are 
displayed for you. You have found 60 gold pieces! Press any key and 
you find a map of the first floor! Next, "Select movement option" 
appears on the display; press +- to leave the room. 

Before you continue with the quest, let's look at the map you just 
found. Press M and the map of this floor is displayed. Everything in 
blue indicates those areas unchartered; black shows the halls and 
rooms you've explored. Press BACK when you are finished. 

Going west, enter the next room directly in front of you. Inside this 
room you find a magical scroll. Answer the prompt "Give to?" by 
entering a player's name. For example, enter F and the scroll is given 
to Forestali Grimm, Player 3. 
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Now press i to leave the room to the north. Take only one step and a 

hallway entrance is to your left. Press +-- and your party starts down 
this hallway. An object appears in the middle of the hall. When you 
approach, you realize it is a fountain. "Who will use the fountain?" is 
displayed. If you want a player to drink from the fountain, enter the 
player's name. If not, just press ENTER. Note: A fountain can be 
beneficial or detrimental to the player drinking (see "Fountain"). 

After all the players who wanted to use the fountain have done so, 
continue going west down the hallway. At the end of the hall a door 
is to your left. Position your party so that they are facing the door. 
Press i to enter the room and you find a set of stairs leading down 
to the second floor of the dungeon. Press SHIFT or FCTN t to descend. 

When you reach the second floor, leave the room to your right. 
Continue to the east until you reach the end of the hallway, and then 
press +-- and go north. Continue north until you reach the end of the 
hall. At the end is a door. 

Enter the room. Inside you find another vault. Read the information 
concerning the combination (for details see "Vaults") and follow the 
same procedure as before. When you open the vault, you have found 
200 gold pieces! Press any key and you see that you also have found 
a sword. When the question "Give to?" appears, enter a player's 
name to receive the sword. Enter Eric's name since he is carrying 
only one weapon. If a name is not entered, the sword is dropped. 

Again, press any key to continue. Congratulations, you have found 
the King! The monsters were holding him captive inside the vault. 
You were just in time, too, the air in the vault was almost gone! Your 
quest is now half over. Next, you must find the King's orb of power! 

To continue your quest, press +-- and leave the room by the west exit. 
Enter the room directly in front of you, but be very careful! Inside 
you find three Gremlins. Again the display changes to the combat 
screen and the battle begins, but beware, your players' chances are 
almost even with the monsters. During the battle, one or more of 
your players may become disabled. If a player's wounds equal the hit 
points, the player's image disappears from the display (see "Disabled 
Players"). 
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After your party eliminates the Gremlins, the prompt "Select 
movement option'' is displayed. Leave the room to the north. As 
your party travels north, a door is at the end of the hallway. Enter 
the room. Watch out! Three Metalloids are guarding a fountain and a 
treasure chest. Again, the battle commences and your players' 
chances are about even with the monsters. However, your players 
are strong and have gained a lot of experience eliminating other 
monsters along the way. 

After your party eliminates the Metalloids, enter the player's name 
who is to open the chest. You've found 280 gold pieces! When you 
press another key, you see something else inside the chest. You have 
found the King's rainbow orb of power! Your quest has been 
successful! 

When you press any key to continue, you are asked "Who will use 
the fountain?". Enter the players' names who are to drink from the 
fountain. Press ENTER when you are finished. 

To see the status reports of your players, press 1 (see "Player Status 
Reports"). If you want to see the party status report, press 2 and the 
display shows you how much money the party has accumulated and 
that the two quest objects have been found. 

You must return to the top of the dungeon to win the game. 
However, your party can either continue to search the dungeon for 
treasure and fight off monsters, which gains more experience for 
your players, or work its way to the top of the dungeon. 

You can continue using the sample quest as a base to try out the 
special options in the game, such as negotiating with monsters, 
using a living statue, or using a magical item. As you become better 
acquainted with the game, create your own dungeon and start out on 
the adventure of the Quest of the King. 
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Object of Your Quest 

In Quest of the King, your mission is to rescue the King before he is 
eliminated. He is being held captive by monsters in the dark 

unknowns of the dungeon under a ruined castle. You also must 
retrieve the King's rainbow orb of power before it is destroyed. 
Beware, your time is limited. 

On every step of the journey, your party is faced with the perils of 

the dungeon. Monsters lurk in hallways and guard treasures. You 
must fight off the attacks and find as many treasures as possible to 

help you succeed in your quest. Beware of the obstacles that may 
arise, and don't act too hastily or your party may be destroyed! 

Timers 

Throughout your quest, the Tunnels of Doom ''clock'' counts the 

steps your party takes. Steps are counted each time a hallway view is 
shown. Checking for secret doors and listening at doors take one step 

in time. After every 10 steps, the quest objects' "countdown" is 
lowered. (This is considered the "Countdown to Destruction.") You 

have a limited amount of time to locate your quest objects before 
they are destroyed. Quest objects have no powers and do not affect 

the game after they are found. However, almost all quest objects 
have time limitations. 

In addition, other factors are examined at this point. First, magic 
spell duration may be lowered. Second, players may be partially 
healed if rations are available (see "General Store"). Third, the party 
may consume some rations. 
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Preparing for Your Quest 

Before your quest begins, you must answer a few questions 
concerning the dungeon, your rescue party, and the difficulty of the 
quest. The first question asks "How many floors? (1-10)" do you 

want in the dungeon. With more floors in the dungeon, the number 
of dangerous and deadly monsters that roam increases and more 
enticing treasures can be found. Type your selection and press 
ENTER. 

The second question pertains to the "Number of players? (l-4)" you 
want to have in the party. With more players, more money is allotted 
to the party (see "General Store"). If you have only one player, you 
may choose from four different characters. If there are two or more 
players in your party, you have a choice of only three characters. 
The number of players you have changes the variety of your quest. 
Type the number of your choice, and then press ENTER.

Third, decide the level of difficulty ( I-Easiest, 2-Medium, 3-Hardest). 
The level of difficulty relates to the number and meanness of 
monsters in the dungeon and the amount of money that is allotted to 
your party at the beginning of your quest. Press 1, 2, or 3.

The next display asks for information concerning the players. First, 
type the name that identifies Player 1. (The first letter of each 
player's name should be different.) Next, choose the class (fighter, 
wizard, rogue, or hero) for this player. The attributes for each class 
are explained here. 

■ Fighter - Can use all weapons and armor but cannot use scrolls
(one type of magic item).

■ Wizard - Limited in the use of weapons and armor but can use
scrolls; starts the game with one scroll.

■ Rogue - Can use all weapons, limited in the use of armor, and
cannot use scrolls. Has a better chance of avoiding traps on vaults
and chests.

■ Hero - Can be used only in a one-player game. Can use all
weapons, armor, and scrolls, and has the rogue's trap avoidance
ability; starts the game with one scroll.
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Enter the number of the class you want for Player 1, and then decide 
on the color to represent this player. You have four colors to choose 
from: green, blue, magenta, and red. Select the number 

corresponding to the color of your choice. Note: Two players of the 
same class must have different colors or an error tone sounds. 

If you want to change any of the information, press REDO. The 
display erases the information you entered and lets you start again. 
Press PROC'D when you are ready to continue to the next player. 
After all the players have been selected, they are displayed. To 
change any of the information, press REDO and the display returns 
you to the selections for Player 1. You then must go through all the 
selections for the players again. When the information is correct, 
press PROC'D.

Your Quest Begins 

After the players have been identified, construction of the dungeon 
begins. On the display, a brief explanation of your quest is told. This 
is the point of no return. 

Note: If you want to stop the game, hold down BACK for several 
seconds at any point during your selections or the construction of the 

dungeon. The display returns to the first question, "How many 
floors?". However, all the information you have entered is erased. 

When the dungeon is completed, your party appears in the first 
room. In one corner of the room, a flight of stairs leads down to the 
first floor of the dungeon. The symbol for the General Store is in the 
opposite corner. Before you descend, your first stop is the General 
Store. 
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General Store 

To get to the general store, press any key. The display shows a list of 
categories: 

■ Weapons - Hand weapons used to attack monsters adjacent to a
player.

■ Ranged Weapons - Ranged weapons used to attack anywhere on
the playing field.

■ Ranged Weapons - Stone arrows are listed, but players cannot
purchase them until later in the game.

■ Armor - Three types of armor are listed.
■ Shields - Only one type of shield can be purchased.

■ Rations - Rations are purchased for the party as a whole.
■ Healing - Healing is bought for individual players.

Note: Each player can carry only two weapons. Also, a player can 
wear only one suit of armor and carry only one shield. 

Your party has been allotted a certain number of gold pieces to begin 
your journey. The amount is listed under the store's categories. 

If you press 2 for Ranged Weapons, the following items appear on the 
display. The cost for each item is listed on the right-hand side of the 
display. Those items that are ammunition for a weapon have the price 
plus the amount of ammunition you receive for that amount of gold. 

For example, you can buy 20 arrows for 20 gold pieces. 

" � 
GENERAL STORE 

COSTS: 

1 SLING 10 

2 NO ITEM 

3 SHORTBOW 30 

4 ARROWS 20/20 

5 CROSSBOW 50 

6 QUARRELS 20/10 

BUYER?_ 

BUY WHICH NUMBER?_ 

PRESS BACK WHEN FINISHED 

.... 
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The first question, "Buyer?", asks you to enter a player's name. 

After a name is entered, arrows appear beside those items that the 

player can purchase. Enter the number of the item you want. An 

error tone sounds if you try to buy an illegal item. To continue 

buying in this category, press ENTER. To return to the main selection 

list, press BACK.

The second question that appears at the bottom of the display is 

"Buy which number?". To start buying supplies, select one of the 

categories and type the number. Then press ENTER. The list of items 

under this category appears on the display. 

Note: Those items that cost the most and are farther down the list 

are usually better items. Each player can carry only a certain 

amount of ammunition to arm a weapon. If a player tries to buy 

more than is allowed, the "Sorry, no more are allowed" message 

appears on the display. Press ENTER to continue in this category or 

press BACK to return to the main selection list. 

You can continue to buy items until all the allotted gold is spent. At 

this time, the display automatically returns the party to the first 

room of the dungeon. To leave the store without spending all the 

gold, press PROC'D to go directly to the first room. 

General stores also are located on the fourth and eighth floors of the 

dungeon. However, if the dungeon has less than four floors, your 
party must return to the first floor store to buy more supplies. 
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Movement 

The first room of the dungeon has a flight of stairs leading to the first 
floor. To go down, press SHIFT or FCTN XU). It takes several seconds 
to descend the stairs. To go up a flight of stairs, press SHIFT or FCTN

E (i). 

When your party members reach the first floor, they enter a room 
with several exits. While your party is in a room, the arrow keys 
represent north (i), south (t), east(-). and west(-). To leave a room, 
press, the appropriate arrow key. 

When entering or leaving a room and when walking through a 
hallway, your party members move as a whole. When your party is 
moving in a hallway, the arrow keys represent the way you normally 
walk: i (E) means to move forward in the same direction, -. (D) 
means to turn right, -(S) means to turn left, and t (X) means to turn 
around and face the opposite direction. (To see what the arrow keys 
indicate at any point during a game, press AID for the Command 
Summary.) 

Note: When you are ready to leave or enter a room or when you are 
moving through a hallway, the message "Select movement option" 
appears at the bottom of the display. 

Entering a Room 

In Quest of the King, each floor has 20 rooms. Treasures and quest 
objects are located in the rooms only; thus, you must enter as many 
rooms as necessary to complete your quest. 

While your party is walking down a hallway, doors can appear on 
either side of the hallway or in front of your party. Before you can 
enter a room, you must position your party so that it is adjacent to 
and facing a door. 

Your party can enter a room one of two ways. The first is to press i 
when you are directly in front of a door. Your party formation 
indicates how your party enters a room. With three or four players, 
two are in front and one or two are in back. The first two enter the 
room first with the others just outside the door. To get your other 
players in the room, you must move the first two one step away from 
the entrance, and then press the appropriate arrow key to move the 
others in the room. 
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The second way to enter a room is to break through the door by 
pressing B. This allows all your players to enter the room at once. In 
addition, pressing B moves your party further into the room. This 
may allow your party members to participate in combat (see 
"Combat") more quickly if there are monsters in the room, but it 

makes retreating more difficult. 

Changing Player Formation 

Changing your player formation allows you to put stronger players 
(less wounded or better armed) in the front and weaker players in the 
back. The player formation relates to the way your players move in 
the hallways and enter rooms. In addition, it refers to the way your 
players take their turns during combat. 

To change your player formation, press the letter 0. After you press 
0, the display shows the present walking order of your party. To 
change the players' positions, press the arrow keys, as indicated on 
the display, until your players are in the desired formation. One 
limitation to your party formation is that one of your players must go 
first. If you move your players to the second row and have no one in 
the first, the second row automatically becomes the first row. 

After you have the order you want, press BACK to return to the 
previous location in the dungeon. If you change formation while in a 

room, the players do not change places until they enter the next 
room. 

Secret Doors 

Secret doors are special entrances into rooms which can be seen only 

by checking for them. It can be beneficial to check for secret doors 
for it might help you discover the location of your quest objects. 
However, every time you check for secret doors, it counts as one step 
of time (see "Timers"). 

You can check for secret doors while your party is in a hallway or a 
room by pressing C. If there is a secret door, it appears in the hallway 
in front of you or on one side of the room. Also, by pressing C you 

can check for secret doors in different directions by changing the 
way you face but without moving from your current position. The 
door disappears when you press an arrow key to continue moving. 
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To enter a room through a secret door, position your party so that 
you are adjacent to and facing the door. You may have to check 
several times before you are in the right position. Also, the door must 
be visible before you can enter the room. 

It is best to break through a secret door. This allows all your players 
to enter the room together. If you enter by pressing i, the secret door 
closes, and you must check for it again before your other players can 
enter the room. 

Listening 

You can listen at those doors you are adjacent to and facing by 
pressing L. Listening can be especially beneficial if all your party 
members are disabled (see "Disabled Players"). If monsters lay in 
wait for your party beyond a door, listening can warn you not to 
enter. It may be necessary to try several times before you hear 
anything. If a monster is in the room, the monster's sound may be 
heard. 

Combat 

Combat occurs every time your party encounters monsters, whether 
it be in a hallway or in a room. When this happens, the display 
changes to an overhead view of the hallway or room where your 
party is located. This display is considered the combat screen and 
gives you a perspective of the party's location in relation to the 
monsters', plus information concerning your players. A black 
perimeter indicates the boundaries of the combat field. 

After the display changes, player information appears in the top 
right-hand corner. Each player is pictured in the order in which he 
fights during combat. Beside each player is the current hit points 
(HP) and wounds (WD) the player has. Hit points are the number of 
wounds the player can have before being disabled (see "Disabled 
Players"). Wounds indicate how badly a player is injured. 
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Under each player's picture is an indicator of the player's chance of 
hitting a monster versus the chance of a monster hitting the player. 
The following symbols are used: 

■ + + = player has at least a 30 % better chance of hitting a 
monster. 

■ + = player has a 10-30% better chance of hitting a
monster.

■ 0 = even chances.
■ - = monster has a 10-30% better chance of hitting the

player.
■ - - = monster has at least a 30% better chance of hitting 

the player. 
In addition, the speed (the number of actions each player can take in 
one tum) is listed below the player information. 

At the bottom of the display, the name and the number of the 
monsters are shown. Below the monster name, combat messages are 
displayed. These consist of which player's turn it is and the weapon 
being used. If the player hits the monster, the display reports the hit. 

Also, if the monster attacks, any special power it may have is 
displayed. 

In each round of combat, each player and monster have a turn to 
fight. The first player in line is the first to attack. Colons appear 
beside this player in the right-hand comer of the display. When the 
first player's tum is over, the colons move to the second player, and 
so on. 

Player Attack 

During combat, each player's turn consists of two plays. The first 
play can be used to move one step in any direction. To move your 
player, press the arrow key for the desired direction. The second play 
is used to attack a monster. A player must move first and then 
attack. If you choose to attack first, it is the player's only play. 

Attacking a monster can be done in one of two ways. First, if a player 
is adjacent to and facing a monster, just press the arrow key in the 
direction of the monster. This method is good for any weapon or just 
hands. 
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The second way to attack a monster is to fire a ranged weapon. If 
you want to move your player first, press the corresponding arrow 
key. When you are ready to fire your weapon, press F and a cursor 
appears over the player. Move the cursor so that it is over the 
monster you want to attack. Then press the SPACE BAR to fire the 
weapon. In every round of combat, each player has a tum to attack. 
To skip a player's turn, press ENTER. Note: A player cannot attack 
outside the combat field. 

Your players may need to hit a monster several times before 
eliminating it. The player that hits the monster last and eliminates it 
receives the experience. Experience relates to the difficulty and level 

of the monster. The experience points shown on the Monster Report 
are the points the player receives for eliminating it (see 
''Vocabulary''). 

Monster's Attack 

Monsters have various degrees of meanness. The deeper you go into 
the dungeon, the monsters become stronger and more experienced. 
In addition, some monsters may be eliminated with only one blow, 
while others may still be standing after half a dozen blows. 

Depending on the monsters' ability, they may be able to attack 
anywhere in the combat field. If a monster hits one of your players, 
the monster flashes red and the player hit also flashes red. Damage 
points are added to that player's wounds (WD) in the right-hand 
corner. 

A monster might attack with a magic power. If the monster flashes 
magenta, the special power is being used. A description of the power 
flashes on the display. If one of your players is hit by this special 
power, this player also flashes. If you are not sure what the power is, 
check the monster report by pressing 3 (see "Monster Report"). 

Note: Remember that you can see any of the status reports during a 
game by pressing 1 for Player Reports, 2 for Party Report, or 3 for 
Monster Report. 
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Negotiation 

Negotiation can be used to escape from a battle without further harm 
to the players. You have the option to try to negotiate with the 
monsters at any time during a battle. To begin negotiations, press N 
and all players' turns for the current round of combat ends. 

If negotiations fail, the monsters immediately attack your party and 
combat continues. If negotiations succeed, the monster's price is told. 
You may accept the price by pressing PROC'D which gives the 
monsters the desired amount of gold. This allows your party to leave 
the battle in peace. Another option is to continue negotiating by 
pressing N again. Each successful round of negotiations causes the 
monsters' price to be cut in half. Eventually, the price can be 
reduced to zero. Note: If there is any treasure in the room, you must 
eliminate the monsters to get it. 

If you refuse the price, press REDO. Your party then receives an extra 
combat move. However, refusing ends all possibilities of any further 
negotiations. 

Disabled Players 

When a player's wounds (WD) equal his hit points (HP), the player 
becomes disabled. The player's image disappears from the display 
and can no longer attack, use items, or attempt to open vaults or 
treasure chests. However, the player still can drink from fountains, 
use living statues, and trade items. 

A disabled player moves with the party and is protected by the party 
members during combat. Through the healing process, a disabled 
player can be healed which returns the player's image to the display. 

Healing can be done in several ways. First, a wounded player can be 
healed by consuming rations that were bought at the General Store. 
Second, if healing was bought for a particular player at the store, the 
player is automatically healed while moving through the dungeon. 
And third, a player can use a magical item to reduce wounds. 

If all the party members become disabled by traps or magic effects, 
they still can move about the dungeon, although no images appear 
on the display. However, if a disabled party meets any monsters, the 
party is immediately destroyed and the game is over. In addition, if 
all the party members become disabled during a battle, the monsters 
destroy the party and the game is over. 
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Changing Weapons 

If a player wants to change weapons during a battle, press W. A 

player can carry only two weapons, so pressing W automatically 
changes the player's weapons. If a player runs out of ammunition 

during a battle, the message "You are using your hands" appears on 
the display. If the player should have another weapon and wants to 
use it, press W. Changing weapons is considered one action, but the 

player still can attack as the second action. 

Trading Items 

Trading items can be helpful in a number of ways. First, a player 
might be carrying two weapons, both fully equipped with 

ammunition. Another player might run out of ammunition and 
might not have another weapon. If this should occur, the first player 
could trade weapons with the second player so that they both have 
armed weapons. 

Another way trading items can be helpful is in the use of magic 
items (see "Magic Items"). Remember that only wizards and heroes 
can use scrolls, but other players may carry them. If, for example, 
your fighter is carrying a scroll, trading this item with the wizard 
would enable the item to be used by the wizard. 

Players can trade items among themselves by pressing T. You then 
are asked for the player who is to start the trading. Enter the player's 

name. Next, select the type of item to be traded from the list on the 
display and then the specific item. Now enter the player's name who 
is to receive the item. Players cannot be given weapons or armor 

they cannot use. If a player is given an item that player cannot carry, 
the display asks you to give one of the items to another player. 

Pressing T also can be used to drop an item by not entering a 
player's name to receive the item. Note: Trading items is considered 
one step in time (see "Timers") and cannot be done during combat. 

Status Reports 

At any time during your quest, you can look at the various status 
reports to give you information concerning your players, the party, or 
monsters. Press 1, 2, or 3 to look at the appropriate report. (Press AID

for Command Summary if you need help.) 
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Player Report 

Press 1 to see the reports on the various players in your party. The 
display gives you the following information, starting with Player 1. 

■ Name

■ Class - fighter, wizard, rogue, or hero.
■ Current number of hit points - indication of the number

of wounds the player can receive before becoming
disabled.

■ Current number of wounds 

■ Experience - indication of the number and difficulty of
monsters eliminated by this player.

■ Level - partial indication of the player's chance to hit
monsters during combat.

■ Weapons - list of the player's weapons and the amount
of ammunition left.

■ Bonus - inherent in a player and affects his chances in
combat.

■ Damage - amount of damage weapon does to monster;
the higher the number, the greater the damage.

■ Armor

■ Shield 

■ Protection - combination of armor and shield; the higher
the number, the greater the protection.

Press i to go to Player l's list of magic items, i again to go to Player 
2's report, and so on. Press.!. to go to the previous player's report. 

Party Report 

Press 2 to see the Party Report. The following information concerns 
all players. 

■ Gold - the amount of gold the party currently holds.
■ Rations - the amount of rations left.
■ Quest objects - the list of the quest objects to be found on

this mission. A number beside the object indicates the
countdown to destruction. If the object has been FOUND
or DESTROYED, this is indicated in place of the
countdown number.

■ Summary - the list of all players and the corresponding

hit points and wounds each player has accumulated.
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Monster Report 

Press 3 to see the Monster Report. The following information pertains 

to the monsters you are currently fighting. 
■ Monster's name

■ Maximum hit points - number of wounds one monster

can take before it is eliminated.
■ Experience - number of points a player receives for

eliminating one monster of this type.
■ Monster ratings:

■ Attack - the higher the number, the greater

chance of the monster hitting a player.
■ Maximum attack damage - how much damage a

blow by the monster can do to a player.

■ Defense - the higher the number, the less chance
of hitting a monster.

■ Resistance - percentage of spells used against
the monster that have no effect.

■ Speed - how many actions a monster can take in

a round of combat. The number of attacks a
monster can make is always one less than this
number.

■ Mobility - chance that a monster has of moving

toward a player it cannot attack.
■ Negotiation - chance of paying gold to end the

combat.
■ Special attack chance - chance of a special

power being used to attack the players.

Magic Items 

Magic items are found as treasures, except for the scroll the wizard 

or hero has at the beginning of the game. Each player can carry up 
to 10 magic items but might not be able to use all of them. Magic 

items can be anything from a fireball used on monsters to a 
medicinal ale which reduces a player's wounds. In Quest of the King, 

one out of every five magic items is detrimental to a player or the 
party. 

When you find a magic item as a treasure, the display tells you what 
type of magic item it is. Next, you must designate to whom to give 

the item. The power from some of the magic items is used 
automatically when a player touches it. When this happens, the 
power is displayed and the item disappears. 
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You can choose to use a magic item by pressing U, To use a magic 
item during combat, the player whose turn it is must be the one to 
press U. The list of magic items that player is carrying appears on the 
display. Select the item you want to use and press ENTER. The 
display returns to the battle and the item's power is shown at the 
bottom. If you want to use an item at any other time during the 
game, you are asked for the "User?" of the item. The procedure is 
the same. 

Depending on the magic item, you may be asked on which player 
you want the power to be used. If this happens, type the player's 
name and press ENTER.

Most magic items that affect monsters, affect all the monsters as a 
group. If the item should damage a single monster, a cursor appears 
over the player casting the spell. Move the cursor over the monster to 
be affected and press the SPACE BAR. Note: Some magic items can be 
used more than once, but you cannot tell how many uses a magic 
item has. 

Treasures 

Throughout the quest, your party has the opportunity to find various 
treasure items in the rooms of the dungeon. These treasures can be 
found in vaults, treasure chests, or just lying in a room. However, 
you must be prepared to fight monsters to be able to take the 
treasures. The following are the types of treasures to be found in the 
Quest of the King. 

Gold 

When gold is found in a room, it appears as a pot of gold. Gold is 
carried by the party, not individual players. The amount your party 
has is displayed on the Party Report and at the General Store. Gold is 
used at the stores, at living statues (see "Living Statues"), and 
during monster negotiation. Note: The amount of gold at the end of 
the game partially determines the level of victory. 
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Armor/Shields 

Armor found in rooms appears as a suit of armor, regardless of the 
specific type of armor it is. Shields appear as a shield. If these types 
of treasures are found, you are asked to enter the player's name who 

is to receive the item. If this player cannot use the item, an error tone 
sounds. Remember that each player can wear only one suit of armor 
and carry only one shield. 

If you give this item to a player who already has a shield or a suit of 
armor, you are asked to give one of these items away. The list of 
items for the player appears on the display. Press the number 

corresponding to the item you wish to give up and press ENTER.

Next, you are asked to whom to give this item. Type the name and 

press ENTER. If you want to drop the item instead of giving it to 
someone, just press ENTER. (Dropping an item may cause it to be 

destroyed. If this should happen, a warning message appears, giving 
you time to change your answer. If the item should be destroyed, you 
cannot retrieve it even if you should need it later in the game.) 

Weapons 

All hand weapons that are found as treasures appear as swords. All 
ranged weapons appear as bows. Finding weapons is similar to 

finding armor and shields. You must designate to whom to give the 
item. Each player can carry only two weapons. If you give the 
weapon to a player who already has two weapons, you are asked to 
give one up and give it to another player. Follow the same steps as in 
"Armor/Shields." 

Maps 

In Quest of the King, maps are essential to be found. Your party 
cannot descend to another floor without the map of the floor they are 

on. To see the map after you find it, press M. The map appears, 
showing the explored areas in black and the unexplored areas in 
blue. 
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Options 

Throughout your quest, your party encounters various options along 

the way. All options appear in rooms except fountains which appear 
in both rooms and hallways. When you come across an option, you 

have the choice of leaving it alone, or trying to open it, as is the case 
with treasure chests and vaults. The four options listed below can be 

either beneficial or detrimental to players. 

Vaults 

If a room contains a vault, you are asked "Who will try to open 

vault?". Type the player's name and press ENTER. This player's hit 

points and wounds appear on the display. To open a vault, you must 
guess the combination in a trial-and-error process. You are told the 

number and range of digits in the combination (for example, 3 digits 

ranging from 1 to 4). To make a guess, type three digits in the range 

given, such as 241. Your guesses appear in the upper right-hand 

corner of the display with an arrow pointing to the most recent 
guess. 

Two clues are given to help you discover the combination. First, a 

number to the right of your guess indicates the number of digits that 

are correct. Second, an arrow beside the number indicates whether 

the correct combination is lower U) or higher (i) than your guess. 

Each vault has magical powers that can wound the player trying to 

open it. If a player is wounded to the point of disability, you are 
asked to enter another player's name to continue trying. You can 

guess as many times as you want or until all your players are 
disabled. If you do not want to try to open the vault after a player 

has been disabled, just press ENTER in place of a player's name. If no 
name is entered, the combination scrambles and you have to start 

over to open the vault. 

Treasure Chests 

Treasure chests usually contain at least two treasures. However, 

traps are often on the chests, wounding the player who is trying to 

open it. When a chest is found in a room, ''Who will open the 

chest?" appears on the display. Enter the player's name. If a trap is 

on the chest, a message appears and damage points are added to that 

player's wounds. Remember that rogues and heroes have special trap 
avoidance abilities. 
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Fountains 

Fountains can be found in hallways and rooms. Drinking from a 
fountain can have various effects, such as increasing a player's hit 
points or decreasing a player's luck. When your party comes to one, 
you are asked "Who will use the fountain?". Enter the player's 

name. The display shows what effect the player has obtained from 
drinking from the fountain. You now are asked to enter another 

player's name. If no one is going to drink from the fountain, just 
press ENTER. After all the players who wish to drink from the 

fountain have done so, press ENTER. Note: The effects from a fountain 
can be beneficial or detrimental to the player drinking. 

Living Statues 

Living statues are located in rooms throughout the dungeon. A living 

statue can tell you the power of magic items that players are 
carrying. The question "Living Statue User?" appears on the display. 

Enter the player's name about whose item you wish to know. The 
display shows the list of magic items that player is carrying. Type 

the number corresponding to the appropriate item and press ENTER.

Then enter the amount of gold you are willing to spend to receive the 
information (this amount must be in increments of 10 or an error 
tone sounds). 

If the statue accepts the amount of gold, the display shows you the 
power that magic item possesses. If the amount of gold is not 

sufficient, either no information is given or the item is destroyed. 
Note: No matter what the result is from using the statue, the money 
entered has been spent. 

End of the Quest 

Your quest is over when you have successfully recovered the quest 
objects or when your party has been destroyed. In both situations, 
the display indicates whether you were victorious or your party was 

killed. You also can receive status reports at the end of the game by 

pressing 1 for Player Reports or 2 for Party Reports. 

If you want to start another quest, you have two options: you can 

press 1 and start a completely new game, starting with the number 
of floors of the dungeon, or you can press 2 and restock the dungeon 

from the previous game. 

To end a session with the module, press QUIT. Note: Pressing QUIT

erases the current game in progress if it has not been saved. 
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LOADING CASSETTES 

A copy of the program is located on both sides of the tape. If for any 

reason you experience trouble loading or accidentally erase the 

program, another copy is available on the other side of the tape. 

To attach and operate your cassette recorder, refer to the User's 

Reference Guide. Follow these instructions carefully, and the 

program should load easily. 

However, if your recorder does not respond when you press ENTER

while loading the package, the cassette recorder's drive motor may 
not be compatible with the computer's circuitry. Although the 

computer may not be able to operate the recorder automatically, you 

may be able to operate your recorder manually. Connect the red and 

white plugs to the recorder as described in the User's Reference 

Guide, but do not connect the black plug. Follow the procedure for 

loading data as described. When the message ''PRESS CASSETTE 
PLAY" is displayed, press the ENTER key immediately after pressing 

the recorder's PLAY keys. If the data is loaded successfully, you may 

continue to operate the recorder manually. 

To locate the position of a program on a cassette, follow these steps: 
1. Rewind your tape and reset the counter to zero.

2. Disconnect the computer-to-cassette cable from the cassette

player. You now will be able to hear the high-pitched "noise" that
signifies program data.

3. Press PLAY.
4. A blank section of tape precedes the game program. When you

hear program data, note the position of the counter. You may wish
to subtract 1 or 2 from the counter reading to ensure that, when

you load the program, the beginning of your program loads

properly.

5. Use these counter settings in the future to quickly load cassette

tape programs.

Note: This process can be speeded by alternating between PLAY and 

FAST FORWARD as you listen. 
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CARING FOR THE MODULE 

These modules are durable devices, but they should be handled with 

the same care you would give any other piece of electronic 
equipment. Keep the module clean and dry, and don't touch the 

recessed contacts. 

CAUTION: 

The contents of a Command Module can be 

damaged by static electricity discharges. 

Static electricity build-ups are more likely to occur when the natural 

humidity of the air is low (during winter or in areas with dry 

climates). To avoid damaging the module, just touch any metal 

object (a doorknob, a desklamp, etc.) before handling the module. 

If static electricity is a problem where you live, you may want to buy 

a special carpet treatment that reduces static build-up. These 

commercial preparations are usually available from local hardware 

and office supply stores. 
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IN CASE OF DIFFICULTY 

If the module activities do not appear to be operating properly, return 

to the master title screen by pressing QUIT. Withdraw the module, 

and remove the diskette from the disk drive or the cassette from the 
recorder. Next, align the module with the module opening, and 

reinsert it carefully. Then reinsert the diskette or the cassette. Now 

press any key to make the master selection list appear. Repeat the 

selection process. (Note: In some instances, it may be necessary to 

turn the computer off, wait several seconds, and then turn it on 

again.) 

If the module is accidentally removed from the slot while the module 

contents are being used, the computer may behave erratically. To 

restore the computer to normal operation, turn the computer console 

off, and wait a few seconds. Then, reinsert the module, and turn the 

computer on again. 

Be sure that the diskette or cassette you are using is the correct one. 

For a diskette, use the Catalog command in the Disk Manager 

Command Module to check for the correct program. With a cassette 

tape, check the label. Also, ensure that your cassette recorder or Disk 

Memory System and all accessory devices are properly connected 

and turned on before you turn on the computer. 

If you have any difficulty with your computer or the TUNNELS OF 
DOOM module, please contact the dealer from whom you purchased 

the unit and/or module for service directions. 

Additional information concerning use and service can and be found 

in your User's Reference Guide. 
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THREE-MONTH LIMITED WARRANTY 

HOME COMPUTER SOFTWARE MEDIA 

Texas Instruments Incorporated extends this consumer warranty 

only to the original consumer purchaser. 

WARRANTY COVERAGE 

This warranty covers the electronic and case components of the 
software module and cassette or diskette. These components include 

all semiconductor chips and devices, plastics, boards, wiring and all 

other hardware contained in this module and cassette or diskette 
("the Hardware"). This limited warranty does not extend to the 

programs contained in the software module, the cassette or diskette, 

and in the accompanying book materials ("the Programs"). 

The Hardware is warranted against malfunction due to defective 

materials or construction. THIS w ARRANTY IS VOID IF THE 
HARDWARE HAS BEEN DAMAGED BY ACCIDENT, UNREASONABLE 
USE, NEGLECT, IMPROPER SERVICE, OR OTHER CAUSES NOT 
ARISING OUT OF DEFECTS IN MATERIALS OR WORKMANSHIP. 

WARRANTY DURATION 

The Hardware is warranted for a period of three months from the 

date of the original purchase by the consumer. 

WARRANTY DISCLAIMERS 

ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARISING OUT OF THIS SALE, 
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANT ABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, 
ARE LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE ABOVE THREE-MONTH PERIOD. 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR LOSS OF USE OF 
THE HARDWARE OR OTHER INCIDENT AL OR CONSEQUENTIAL 
COSTS, EXPENSES OR DAMAGES INCURRED BY THE CONSUMER OR 
ANY OTHER USER. 

Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of implied 

warranties or consequential damages, so the above limitations or 

exclusions may not apply to you in those states. 

LEGAL REMEDIES 

This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have 
other rights that vary from state to state. 

PERFORMANCE BY TI UNDER WARRANTY 

During the above three-month warranty period, defective Hardware 
will be replaced when it is returned postage prepaid to a Texas 
Instruments Service Facility listed below. The replacement Hardware 

will be warranted for three months from date of replacement. Other 
than the postage requirement, no charge will be made for 
replacement. 
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TI strongly recommends that you insure the Hardware for value prior 
to mailing. 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS CONSUMER SERVICE FACILITIES 

Texas Instruments Service Facility 

P .0. Box 2500 

Lubbock, Texas 79408 

Geophysical Services Incorporated 

41 Shelley Road 

Richmond Hill, Ontario, Canada L4C5G4 

Consumers in California and Oregon may contact the following 
Texas Instruments offices for additional assistance or information. 

Texas Instruments Consumer Service 

831 Sou th Douglas Street 

El Segundo, California 90245 

(213)973-1803

Texas Instruments Consumer Service 

6700 Southwest 105th 

Kristin Square, Suite 110 

Beaverton, Oregon 97005 

(503)643-6758

IMPORTANT NOTICE OF DISCLAIMER REGARDING THE 

PROGRAMS 

The following should be read and understood before purchasing 
and/or using the software module and cassette or diskette. 

TI does not warrant that the Programs will be free from error or will 
meet the specific requirements of the consumer. The consumer 
assumes complete responsibility for any decision made or actions 
taken based on information obtained using the Programs. Any 
statements made concerning the utility of the Programs are not to be 
construed as express or implied warranties. 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS MAKES NO WARRANTY, EITHER EXPRESS 

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY IMPLIED 

WARRANTIES OR MERCHANT ABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A 

PARTICULAR PURPOSE, REGARDING THE PROGRAMS AND MAKES 

ALL PROGRAMS AVAILABLE SOLELY ON AN "AS IS" BASIS. 

IN NO EVENT SHALL TEXAS INSTRUMENTS BE LIABLE TO ANYONE 

FOR SPECIAL, COLLATERAL, INCIDENT AL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL 

DAMAGES IN CONNECTION WITH OR ARISING OUT OF THE 

PURCHASE OR USE OF THE PROGRAMS AND THE SOLE AND 

EXCLUSIVE LIABILITY OF TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, REGARDLESS OF 

THE FORM OF ACTION, SHALL NOT EXCEED THE PURCHASE PRICE 

OF THE SOFTWARE MODULE AND CASSETTE OR DISKETTE. 

MOREOVER, TEXAS INSTRUMENTS SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY 

CLAIM OF ANY KIND WHATSOEVER BY ANY OTHER PARTY 

AGAINST THE USER OF THE PROGRAMS. 

Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of implied 
warranties or consequential damages, so the above limitations or 
exclusions may not apply to you in those states. 
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